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❑ Have a pre-set signature with your name, department or school name, telephone number 
and any other appropriate information, such as links to your/school website and social 
media. An email address is not necessary to add since the user already has it in the “from” 
line. Do not include large or personal images in your email. When relocating to a new 
classroom/office or when changing your name (marriage), please make sure your signature 
information is up-to-date.

❑ Use black or blue font, with a standard font style (such as Times New Roman or Arial) and 
font size (such as 12 point) that is easily read. Avoid the use of multiple colors and varying 
font sizes. Never write in all CAPS and use emoticons sparingly.

❑ Read and reply to emails within 24 business hours or use the out of office assistant for 
holiday breaks and leave/vacations.

❑ Respect your reader’s time. Keep your message to one screen in length (no scrolling) or set 
a 300-word limit to clearly state your purpose and eliminate needless words. Details can be 
provided in attachments. 

❑ Total email message size should not exceed 50MB. If it is too much to say in an email or too 
complicated, contact the customer by phone.

❑ Workplace emails are formal and represent your professional demeanor. Be careful using 
humor because it often does not translate into email.

❑ Write in a polite, professional tone and use complete sentences, proper grammar, and 
correct spelling. Proofread before sending. 

❑ Never leave your subject line blank. Use this area to write concise information about the 
subject/content of your email. 

❑ Begin your emails with a proper salutation using the customer’s name or title (i.e. Mr., Sir, 
Mrs., Ms., and Ma’am). When responding to parents, verify parental rights prior to emailing.

❑ Start and close your email with positive sentences. Ex. “Thank you for contacting our 
school. We are excited to have you and your sons join our NFMS wildcat family!” Provide an 
avenue for follow-up, such as “Please contact me if you have additional questions”.

❑ When forwarding an email, be sure to include the original sender in the “cc” line so he is 
aware of the communication chain. If you forward an email to others strictly for informational 
purposes, edit the original email for a concise message.

❑ If it appears that an email dialogue has turned into a conflict, 
suggest an end to the exchange of messages and resolve 
issues by telephone or in person.

❑ Do not over-use reply to all or the read receipt features.

❑ Remember that any sent or received email is public 
information and may also be forwarded to others, even to 
individuals outside of the district. Please keep in mind that 
email is subject to Open Records Requests and be mindful of 
FERPA when composing messages. 
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